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Trends to watch
for apples and
pears
Ahead of the annual EU crop forecasts,
WAPA secretary general Philippe Binard talks to Fruitnet about the
upcoming season
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These days, with all of the EU’s major appleand pear-producing countries fully signed
up to the idea of contributing good
forecast data to achieve an accurate overall
forecast, the quality of information on
offer during Prognosfruit is extremely
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“Our level of accuracy is usually quite
good,” Binard tells Fruitnet. ”We try to
ensure we have only 2-3 per cent variation,
which is not bad at all. When we
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but probably the volume which came from
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last season, particularly in the second part
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authorities, which come much later, we see
that our data was right. Progonosfruit is

take part, but it is also a place where we tell
the story as it is.”
Of course things can change, for example
due to weather. “Sometimes we announce
something in August and we already in
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Last season’s crop sold out completely,
ahead of schedule
That strong demand, especially in March

Outside the EU, things are changing fast

September have completely different
figures.” Either way, however, Binard

Increasingly, says Binard, new and
emerging sources of supply in eastern

believes everyone working in the topfruit
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and April, has helped to clear apple stocks
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presenting a complete picture every

in most European countries, following a

in shaping the global apple market. “There
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are a lot of things happening outside the EU
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France and Spain. According to Binard, the
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upcoming campaign will begin with

orchards in Russia, growing orchards in
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European coldstores having been clear of
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and manage sales responsibly according to

example by the FAO in these countries.”

the market. In the end, the market will

“Last year, the final apple crop was 10.6m
tonnes, which led to the situation where
now we are ending the 2019/20 season with
a completely empty market and seeing
very high prices for Polish apples,” he says.

From the perspective of European
suppliers, markets outside the EU have
provided significant opportunity for
export growth in the past decade, but this

“They have been selling at a price that is

could change if local production keeps

higher than for Italian [apples] for the last

expanding. “As the production grows in

few weeks. I think this is the first time that
this has happened.”

informed decision based on the situation,

Turkey. There is a lot of investment for

never lie.”
Prognosfruit takes place online on 6
August 2020. A full programme and details
of how to take part are available on the
event’s official website.

these countries, not only will it be more
difficult to export there as they become
self-sufficient,
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